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he earliest accelerometer found its industrial applications
in 1923 and could
measure the acceleration and vibration of industrial components.
Because it weighed about 1 lb
and was extremely large in
size, no engineer could foresee
its utility in mobile electronic
devices. The device used a resistance bridge along with electronic circuitry to measure the
acceleration and vibrations of
intended objects. In addition to
its bulkiness, the accelerometer had lower resonant frequency, was fragile, and
possessed low frequency response.
Today’s micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS)based accelerometer weighs
a few milligrams and bears a
footprint barely visible with
the naked eye. The profound
development in accelerometer fabrication technology combined
with progress in MEMS technology
has led to its widespread applications ranging from measurement of
vibration of gigantic bridges to tiny
wearable sensors for monitoring
human physical activity. Nowadays,
MEMS-based accelerometers can be
found just about anywhere, such as
smartphones, wearable devices for
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Accelerometer— courtesy of Wikimedia Commons/Nevit Dilmen. Exercise icons— images licensed by Graphic Stock.

monitoring purposes, clinical instruments, and inertial navigation systems for automobiles and warheads.
As the footprint and weight of MEMSbased accelerometers have considerably scaled down, they are now
widely accepted in clinical devices
and instruments.
This article details the progress
in accelerometer-based sensing technology from an application-oriented
perspective, which started from engineering applications and is gradually
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finding its utility in clinical applications. Before going into the details of
applications of the MEMS accelerometer, we include a brief introduction
about their working principles.

An intro to MEMS
accelerometer-based sensing
technology
A MEMS accelerometer is a tiny electromechanical device that can sense
acceleration components in multiple
axes of an object to which it is
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attached. A typical MEMS-based
circuitry. If the acceleration
accelerometer houses a number
during stationary condition
of cantilevers on a silicon subexceeds the limit, the cirstrate in a comblike pattern. The
cuitry sounds an alarm. The
cantilever assembly leads to
wearable device is shown in
capacitance due to a gap
Fig. 2(a).
Comblike
between the cantilever beams.
Similar commercial apStructures
The assembly looks like a numplications of MEMS-based
ber of parallel plate capacitors
accelerometers are found
Accelerometer Sensor
stacked together. The capaciin condition-monitoring ap(a)
(b)
tance of the assembly under
plications. Field trials have
fig1 (a) Fingerlike cantilever patterns in a MEMS accelerzero acceleration or vibration is
been successful in monitorometer. (b) A commercially available MEMS accelerometer.
known as nominal capacitance.
ing the Geumdang Bridge
When an acceleration or vibrain Korea using a PCB3801
tion is imposed on the assembly, the
The acceleration data is transmitted
accelerometer. A wireless-aided acbeams move, which leads to a change
wirelessly and is recorded and monicelerometer sensor was fabricated,
in the gap between them. This results
tored. This data contains vital inforsealed, and installed on the bridge,
in a deviation of the capacitance value
mation on acceleration values, jerk,
which transmits real-time accelerafrom the nominal value.
and impact on the driver. Very high
tion values of the structure. The colAn on-chip electronic processing
impacts while driving race cars may
lected data is intended to analyze
circuitry correlates the deviation
lead to a traumatic brain injury of
the effects of bridge acceleration with
of capacitance from the nominal
value with acceleration/vibrations
imposed on the cantilever assembly. Typically, the processing circuitry is an operational amplifierbased system that converts the
change in capacitance to a proportional change in voltage. Figure 1(a)
shows a typical cantilever assembly
the driver. Monitoring the acceleraof a MEMS accelerometer developed
truck loading. Monitoring the bridge
tion values imposed on the driver and
by Draper Laboratory, and Fig. 1(b)
accelerations/vibrations ensures an
training the drivers accordingly thus
features a commercially available
enhanced longevity of the bridge. The
ensures driver safety.
MEMS accelerometer.
device is shown in Fig. 2(b).
In addition, MEMS acceleromMEMS accelerometers are also
Recent commercial applications
eters also find applications in vehicle
used in the condition-monitoring of
The use of MEMS-based acceleromesecurity. MEMSIC-brand acceleromfactory machinery, such as wind turters in engineering applications is
eters are widely used in car antitheft
bine blades, lathe machines, and elecwell established. A few of the applicaalarms, where the accelerometer is
tric motors. The wind impact on wind
tions include safety systems in vehiplaced rigidly on the car chasis. A
turbine blades leads to considerable
cles, condition-monitoring of structhreshold value of the acceleration for
fatigue, so embedded accelerometers
tures and machines, detecting
stationary condition is set to the alarm
are used to monitor the vibrations
seismic waves, orientaon the blades. In lathe
tion sensing in mobile
machines, where material
devices for image stabiliremoval occurs by conzation, and inertial naviWearable Earpiece in
tinuous contact between
INDYCAR Safety System
gation systems in aircraft
a cutter (also known as
and missiles.
a tool) and the workpiece
The IndyCar safety
(the material undergosystem uses an ADXL377
ing cutting), vibrations
accelerometer fabricated
during the cutting proWireless Aided
Accelerometer for
by Analog Devices, which
cess lead to inaccuracies
Bridge Structure
aids in the driver safety
in metal cutting and are
Monitoring
impact system. The accelalso detrimental to the
(a)
(b)
erometer is packaged in
tool and the workpiece.
the form of an earpiece fig2 (a) An accelerometer embedded in the earpiece of an IndyCar
MEMS-based acceleromthat the driver wears dur- safety system. (b) A wireless-aided accelerometer to monitor the
eter sensors attached
ing trial racing sessions. Geumdang Bridge in Korea.
to the tool or workpiece

Today’s micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS)based accelerometer weighs a few milligrams and
bears a footprint barely visible with the naked eye.
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A few of the applications include safety systems in
vehicles, condition-monitoring of structures and
machines, detecting seismic waves, orientation
sensing in mobile devices for image stabilization, and
inertial navigation systems in aircraft and missiles.

to the calorie dissipation of an individual. The PA of people leads to acceleration and vibrations, which are
captured by an accelerometer sensor. These signals are transmitted
wirelessly to mobile devices, such as
smartphones or tablets. Software or
an application calculates the value
of the PA of the individual in real
generate real-time vibration data that
time; thus, the system makes an indevelopment of accelerometers with
assist the operator in selecting optidividual aware of the PA he or she
their entire processing circuitry on a
mum machining parameters in the
completes or will do daily to mainsingle chip and consuming only a few
material removal process.
tain sound health.
nano-ampere currents. The ADXL362
In seismology, the Colibrys comTypically, PA measurement deaccelerometer by Analog Devices operpany provides many customized soluvices are worn either as an earpiece,
ates at 300-nA current, which is a
tions for the detection of earthquakes,
shoes, armbands, or belts. A wireless
truly remarkable progress in MEMS
volcanic eruptions, and artificially
PA monitoring device, Fitbit One, is
accelerometer-based technology. As
generated seismic waves using MEMSshown in Fig. 3. The advancement
the footprint of MEMS accelerometers
based accelerometers. The continous
in PA measurement devices includes
combined with signal processing cirmonitoring of seismic waves enables
continuous posture monitoring.
cuitry is continuously decreasing,
geoscientists to predict various natuThe MoveMonitor PA measurement
along with a remarkable decrease in
ral disasters in advance, thus saving
device tracks lying down, sitting,
power consumption, MEMS accelerlives and property.
and standing phenomena; transiometers are finding their applications
MEMS -based accelerometers
tions between the types of activiin portable, wearable biomedical senfind their utility in smarphones and
ties; steps; movement duration; and
sors for clinical applications and concameras, where they are used for
movement intensity, thus providing
tinuous health monitoring.
screen-orientation detection and
a comprehensive idea of the posture
Clinical and medical
image stabilization. Image stabilizaof an individual.
applications
tion in cameras is important in order
MEMS accelerometers also find
Unlike engineering applications
to obtain blur- and jitter-free images
applications for monitoring the heart
where the use of MEMS-based
and videos. The accelerometer senrate of patients. For example, the Acaccelerometer is well established,
sor installed in a camera detects the
tiheart 4 records the heart pulses
the technology for medical and clinivibrations while capturing the image,
using an embedded accelerometer
cal applications is in its emerging
and it imposes correction measures
and draws inferences on obesity, hyphase. In spite of this, MEMS-based
to the captured image in the campertension, and stress levels the of
accelerometers have made signifiera processor.
an individual, which assist in precant market gains in clinical and
In inertial navigation systems
ventive medicine.
biomedical applications within the
for missiles and aircrafts, MEMS
Recently, a group of Irish researchpast few years.
accelerometers are also used. For
ers applied a MEMS accelerometer
Wearable MEMS accelerometers
instance, Innalabs supplies accelto the analysis of gait and balance
are used to continuously monitor
erometer-based inertial navigation
of the human body. Gait is the pata person’s physical activity (PA). PA
systems specifically tailored for rugtern of movement of the limbs while
measurements are directly related
ged environments. Embedded acmoving on a solid surface. It is govcelerometers in inertial
erned by the neuromusnavigation systems meacular coordination of an
sure the acceleration of
individual. Gait analysis
the object, which is conis commonly performed
verted to position, orienspatially by measuring
tation, and velocity using
speed, length of rhythm,
an allied electronic cirand pitch while moving.
Wearable
cuit. This enables propThe conventional analAccelerometer
er navigational guidance
ysis approach involves a
Sensor
to the object in motion.
camera-based system with
With the revolution
computer software that
in micro-nano systems
extracts the gait paramtechnology and the fabrieters during locomotion.
cation process, the trend
The commonly used set
is moving toward the fig3 A Fitbit device to monitor a person’s physical activity.
up is complex, bulky, and
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expensive. The use of a MEMS accelerometer for gait parameter measurement provides a lightweight and lowcost alternative to the conventional
approach. This has a potential application for monitoring patients suffering
from various neurodegenerative disorders such as Huntington’s disease,
multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s, and
Alzheimer’s.
Accelerometry is not only used
for monitoring physical movements,
but it is also used in surgical instrumentation. The OrthAlign device
houses MEMS-based accelerometer
technology developed by Analog Devices, which is used for proper joint
alignment in arthoplasty (a surgical procedure to repair or replace a
joint in case of damage or misalignment). Common joints that undergo
arthoplasty are hips, knees, and
wrists. During joint replacement,
the proper alignment of the replaced
joint is essential to ensure its normal functionality. Conventionally,
mechanical alignment-based devices are widely used for checking
the alignment of the joint during
surgery. The procedure was time
consuming, and human supervision was required to ensure proper
joint alignment.
The OrthAlign device mitigates
the problem associated with mechanical alignment devices by displaying the alignment parameters
directly on the screen. The system is
portable and also simple to use. The
instrument is shown in Fig. 4.

Future directions
The development of MEMS-based
accelerometer sensors housed in a
limited footprint and with low power
consumption has found applications
in clinical and health care domains.
Many developments are still needed
for total efficacy of the device for
clinical applications. For instance,
the flexible electronics market is
emerging very rapidly. Development
of a flexible MEMS-based accelerometer would be a lucrative product,
specifically for health-care industries, as such flexible sensors could
be integrated on muscular tissues
without any discomfort.

OrthAlign Device

Femur Bone

Knee Joint

fig4 An OrthAlign device used for femoral
bone alignment.

Another development that could
be added is the biocompatibility of
MEMS-based accelerometers. Silicon-based MEMS accelerometers
contain many toxic agents, such as
lead, which makes these devices unsuitable as an invasive sensor inside
the body. Even if the proper packaging of the sensor is carried out, total
safety cannot be guaranteed. Flexible, biocompatible, polymer-based
materials for MEMS accelerometers
could be a promising research trend
in the future.
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